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SUMMARY A helpful analysis of clinical events in general
practice would be to show a doctor how his opinion
compares with the use of the same opinion by other
doctors. For such a comparison a common denominator,
which is a measure of clinical opportunity, is required. The
population of patients cared for by a doctor can be used for
this purpose and this paper describes a method which uses
a computer to calculate the share of a known practice
population that each doctor has cared for. The computer
produces details of consultations, set out in square tables,
of those registered with each doctor and those seen by each
doctor.

Introduction

0 machine can match the ability of a general practitioner
who, in a brief phrase, can describe what he has seen,

heard, smelt and felt during the few minutes of a consultation.
A more promising approach is to use a computer to assess a
doctor's opinion. Analysis of such data provides probabilities
which will often change with time, and for this analysis a
common denominator for the doctors must be found.
An appealing common denominator is the symptom as the

first discriminator of a consultation. However, experience in this
practice shows it to be difficult to use as thought is often needed
to decide whether the event merits separate recording and what
the leading symptom is, and this limits the use of the symptom
as a common denominator in everyday practice. Further, as
Morrell pointed out, symptoms are influenced by definitions,
classifications and thresholds, which are unlikely to remain
consistent. ' Apart from being free from the chance of different
interpretation by different doctors and being readily available
in an ordinary practice, the denominator must act as a measure
of the opportunity each doctor has had for making decisions
so that a comparison between peers can be made. The item that
comes closest to meeting these three criteria is the size and struc-
ture of the population a doctor has cared for. If this is known
it becomes possible to standardize figures on clinical decisions
so that what each doctor has decided may be compared in terms
of a common population denominator. In this context, the list
of patients as registered has no value because of the sharing
arrangements between partners. For example, whatever the list
sizes, the clinical experience of a doctor who spends half his
time on duties outside the practice will be different from, and
not simply half, that of a full-time colleague.
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This study describes a method which uses consultations of
the patients in a practice to divide the practice population
between the doctors. A computer produces square tables con-
taining details of consultations, those with the doctor with whom
the patient is registered along one axis and those with the doctor
seen along the other axis.

Method
Background
As part of a study on consultation rates in a general practice
in Milton Keynes,2 details of consultations on 42 sample days
in 1980 were recorded, including which doctor each patient saw.
There were six partners in the practice which had a list of 17 657
patients. Four of the partners were full-time and of the remain-
ing two doctors, one devoted about one and a half days each
week to paediatric care outside the practice and the other worked
about one day each week in a physiotherapy department. The
patients were free to choose a doctor of their choice, which was
normally the doctor with whom they were registered.

Basic demographic data (age, sex, duration of registration and
area of residence) were known for all the patients. For any group
of patients defined by these demographic variables, it is possible
to produce a square table, as shown in Figure 1, with the number
of consultations seen by each doctor on one axis and the doctor
with whom the patients were registered on the other axis. The
total population of the group and the doctor with which they
were registered was also known.
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Figure 1. An example of a square table used to deduce the popula-
tion denominator of each doctor. This example is for women patients
aged 20-29 years. The sample of consultations was one in 8.7
during one year.
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Theory
The derivation of the population denominator of each doctor
was based on the simple formula:

The number of
The population patients seen by
of patients the doctor
within a group = The number of
that a doctor has pTe see by
cared for patients seen by

the practice

The
population

x of patients
in the
group

Because of the dynamics of doctor-patient relationships, two
factors must be considered. First, each doctor influences his
patients' consulting habits differently. If, for example, a doctor
causes his patients to consult at twice the rate of the patients
of another doctor, and he sees the same number of patients,
then he will be looking after half the population of the other
doctor. The unique consultation rate of the patients who are
seeing a doctor out of preference is required if his consultations
are to be converted into a population. Secondly, in a practice,
part of the population registered with each doctor will see any
available doctor. This will apply to most patients at times and
at other times they will see a preferred doctor. Patients seeing
any available doctor will be distributed among the doctors
according to each doctor's availability. Their consultation rate
will be the same for all doctors and lower than the lowest con-
sulting rate of patients seeing a doctor out of preference.
When a known practice population is divided between doctors,

calculations on the evidence of the behaviour of patients relative
to each doctor must be made. Absolute figures will have no
meaning when transferred to another practice. In a group of
patients it would be possible to isolate the proportion seeing
a doctor out of preference providing the relationship between
the consultation rates of those seeing an available doctor and
those seeing a doctor out of preference is known. It is also
necessary to describe mathematically the hypothesis that the pro-
portion of patients seeing a doctor out of preference increases
the more they are recorded as having seen the doctor with whom
they are registered.

It is sufficient to state that the available consultation rate of
a group of patients is two-thirds of their preferential consulta-
tion rate. Some support for this figure is provided by the linear
relationship found between the proportion of all the consulting
patients registered with each doctor that sees him and their total
consultation rate (Table 1). When extrapolated this line suggests
that if a doctor is absent (0% of patients seeing him) his patients
would consult 2.24 times a year, whereas if they all saw him they
would consult 3.50 times a year. This linear relationship also
suggests that the hypothesis described above as the second re-
quirement for isolating the proportion of patients seeing a'doctor
out of preference is true and can be expressed simply. No ex-
trapolation is needed for the range normally encountered,
namely 40-80%. By this theory, the proportion of patients who
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Table 1. The relationship between the proportion of patients
registered with each doctor that were seen by him and the con-
sultation rate of patients registered with him.

Percentage of patients Total annual consultation
who saw the doctor rate, corrected for the
with whom they known effect of differing
were registered, population structure

corrected for sample (number of consultations
error per patient)

By extrapolation 0.0 2.24
Doctor A 44.0 2.81
Doctor B 54.8 2.90
Mean 66.4 3.08
Doctor C 69.0 3.10
Doctor D 70.6 3.10
Doctor E 73.6 3.12
Doctor F 74.7 3.27
By extrapolation 100.0 3.50

are seeing a doctor out of preference, rather than seeing any
doctor, is dependent on the proportion of consulting patients
who see the doctor with whom they are registered.
A model to calculate a common population denominator for

the doctors, based on these principles, will give misleading results
in extreme or unusual practice situations.

1. If all the patients seeing a doctor are doing so because he
is available, he will see some of the patients registered with him
by chance and not none, as predicted by the linear relationship.
In a six-doctor practice, a sixth of the patients calling to see any
available doctor will, by chance, see the doctor with whom they
are registered. Defining this mathematical point improves the
model but a problem remains for a two-doctor practice where
about half the patients consulting an available doctor will see
the doctor with whom they are registered. As the number of part-
ners in the practice increases, the model improves, as does its
value for peer review. A two-doctor practice would do better to
use their combined lists directly and compare themselves with
other doctors, standardizing their population.

2. If the relationship between the available and preferential con-
sultation rates varies between different groups of patients, rather
than being a constant, the numbers of patients seen by the doctor
will vary (Table 2). The differences are not great because the
calculations are based on the movement of the patients of each
doctor relative to each other.

3. The reliance of the model on the proportion of patients that
see the doctor they are registered with, in order to calculate
the number who are seeing him out of preference, makes it
vulnerable to situations where some patients are forced -
perhaps by geography or transport - to consult in ways that
are not balanced by their registered characteristics. If, for
example, two practices in adjacent towns decided to go into part-

Table 2. The effect of variations in the relationship between the 'available' and 'preferential' consultation rate of the group on the calculated
populations that each doctor has cared for. This example is for the group of women patients aged 20-29 years.

Avail-able/preferential Number of patients seen by doctor
consultation rate of the Population
group 1 2 3 4 5 6

0.44 Available 63 51 96 60 86 33
Preferential 128 225 168 217 165 159

0.84 Available 62 50 95 60 85 33
Preferential 137 238 159 218 149 165
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nership and only one or two of the doctors gave time to each
other's town without allowing patients to register with them
across the boundary, patterns of consultation would occur which
would be incorrectly interpreted by the model. However, adap-
tation of the model is possible.

Use of the square table
The available and preferential consultation rates, populations
and consultations of all the patients in a group can be derived
from the square table for the group using the principles out-
lined here.
The relative availability of the doctors can be calculated from

the square table of the whole sample as it is constant for all
groups of patients. Each doctor's availability is reflected in the
number of patients not registered with him that he sees, pro-
viding those not registered with him but nevertheless seeing him
out of preference are counted and removed.
The unique consultation rates of the patients in a group who

see each doctor out of preference must be calculated if the
population is to be derived from the consultations. Their con-
sultation rates may be calculated directly if the preferential con-
sultations and populations of the patients who are both
registered with each doctor and who see him out of preference
are isolated.
The population of a group of patients that a doctor has cared

for may then be obtained from the other axis of the square table
which shows the patients he has seen. Those who have consulted
him because he is available will have done so at the available
consultation rate. The rest, whether registered with him or not,
will be seeing him out of preference at the preferential consulta-
tion rate peculiar to him.
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Results

The purpose of the study was to devise and test the method and
the many results that emerged from the computer have no general
interest. These results described the internal dynamics of the
practice. Table 3 shows the preferential consultation rates and
populations for the patients in four age-sex groups. The follow-
ing points may be made from all the results obtained:

- Young children seeing doctor 6 were most likely to be doing
so out of preference, though they consulted less frequently
than children who saw other doctors. This doctor was heavily
committed to paediatrics outside the practice and was,
therefore, the least available doctor. As the age of the patients
increased so the relative proportion seeing him out of
preference decreased.

- More patients seeing doctor 5 did so because he was available.
He normally had many more free appointments at the begin-
ning of each day than any other doctor.

- Older patients were more likely to see the doctor of their
choice.

As discussed above, the model determines the proportion of
the population each doctor has seen because he is available, and
the consultation rate of those seeing each doctor out of
preference. The results showed that for the age-sex groups of
the six doctors (120 groups in total) the mean proportion of the
population seen by each doctor because he was available was
37%o ± standard deviation 157o; the range was 12-91%o. The stan-
dard deviation of the consultation rate of the patients seeing
each doctor out of preference from the preferential consulta-

Table 3. Results obtained from the computer for four age-sex groups of the practice population.

Calculated population each doctor has
Registered looked after CR of the patientsGroup Doctor Registion . seeing each doctorpopulation Available Preferential out of preference

Boys aged 0-4 years 1 84 41 49 6.85
(Population = 718, P/A popula- 2 129 31 66 3.39
tion = 1.98, PCR of group = 3 121 62 96 3.30
3.76) 4 87 37 72 5.10

5 130 53 46 4.09
6 167 28 137 2.58

Women aged 20-29 years 1 191 64 134 6.28
(Population = 1451, P/A 2 336 52 238 6.07
population = 2.68, PCR of 3 170 97 159 6.33
group = 5.50) 4 238 61 212 5.16

5 263 88 154 4.22
6 253 34 158 4.82

Men aged 50-59 years 1 116 36 92 3.63
(Population = 717, P/A popula- 2 105 28 102 2.33
tion = 3.13, PCR of group = 3 167 55 108 4.42
2.22) 4 156 33 97 3.04

5 87 48 30 2.01
6 86 25 63 2.01

Women aged 80 years or over 1 61 10 40 9.54
(Population = 284, P/A popula- 2 35 7 30 5.39
tion = 3.93, PCR of group = 3 74 14 71 11.40
8.42) 4 61 8 54 8.01

5 33 12 15 11.25
6 20 7 30 5.39

P = preferential. A = available. CR = consultation rate. Calculated 'availability' of the doctors: doctor 1, 0.1 6; 2, 0.12; 3, 0.25;
4, 0.15; 5, 0.21; 6, 0.11; total 1.00.
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tion rate of the group was 28.70%o. It was therefore usual for the
consultation rate of patients seeing one doctor in a group to
be twice that of patients seeing another doctor. It was unusual
for the patients of one doctor to have a consultation rate more
than three times that of the patients of another doctor. The
distribution of both variables was skewed towards the higher
figures, which produced difficulties in the calculations when an
occasional figure fell at the top of the range.

Discussion
A computer should not be seen as a way of replacing items of
a doctor's clinical activity.3 It is better regarded as an additional
instrument doing 'just another test'.4 Although it can store and
retrieve the huge amount of data a general practitioner generates,
if the information is not usefully analysed it will only be of
clerical value. The point in a clinical event where analysis would
help is when a doctor has expressed an opinion, but such an
analysis requires a common denominator for comparison bet-
ween doctors. Given this, and providing the processed data is
available to the doctor before the patient has left the consulting
room, a computer could be used to show a doctor how his
opinion compares with his peers, highlighting his strengths and
weaknesses and how they arose. The immediate relevance of the
feedback would then impel the doctor to adjust his behaviour
accordingly. Proper recording is essential for any form of peer
review. Since, in day to day practice, the motivation for record-
ing information will always be the interests of the patient that
the doctor sees rather than peer review, computer-operated peer
review is unlikely to be effective in a practice that continues to
use paper records.
The analytical system we propose is computer-operated peer

review based on a standardized population, changing with time.
The use of a term by the doctor can be checked by searching
the records and displaying the outcome of its use by his peers.
The frequency of alternative descriptions which had, in the past,
been the sequel of the use of the term and had become end
descriptions for other patients can also be brought to his atten-
tion, together with a statement of the relative delay before these
conclusions were made. Actions which arise out of diagnostic
descriptions, such as investigations and treatment, may further
define a doctor's opinion. They themselves require a standar-
dized population before useful audit is possible. Although prac-
tical experience is needed for development, some aspects of
possible statements about one doctor's opinion are shown in the
hypothetical example given in Appendix 1. The scale of the dif-
ferences shown are in line with the differences found in practice.
Hodgkin, for example, quotes the incidence of ulcer dyspepsia
to be 6.6-29.3 per 1000 patients per year.5 Smaller differences
are found for familiar and distinct pathological entities. Hodgkin
found an incidence of 8.2 proven duodenal and benign gastric
ulcers per 1000 patients per year, whereas Fry found between
4.0 and 5.0 per 1000.6 Differences between doctors are also
found in their investigation,7 referral8 and treatment rates,9
though there is evidence to suggest that individual doctors or
groups of doctors change little from year to year.'0 Tables need
to be designed to produce the questions familiar to doctors when
discussing their cases with their partners; their purpose is to in-
dicate answers. They must be simple so that the salient points
can be grasped at a glance, as with a collection of laboratory
figures providing the doctor is familiar with the format. Action
from the results will occur if they are personalized into 'you and
them' making maximum use of the eagerness of doctors to find
out how they fare in relation to their peers.
The statistical point of a population is a different issue. In

the context of audit a doctor wants a picture to describe his work
and the search is for a common denominator, rather than for
the much larger population denominator required by a scientist.
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For this purpose, if the practice population is known and if con-
sultation rates can be deduced from tables of patients seen and
patients registered, then the riddle is solved. In the description
of the method, emphasis is given to the potential weaknesses
of the model described. Other possible variations for which
adaptation would be needed, such as a trainee without registered
patients, are not mentioned. The important issue that the method
resolves is the complex relationships between how much time
a doctor spends in the practice and how many patients he looks
after. This is done by dividing consultations into those asking
the opinion of an available doctor and those seeking a doctor
out of preference. The distinction between these two groups was
highlighted in this practice during a study in 1972.1 When
sample weeks were being selected it was noticed that during the
short-term absence of a doctor, the extra consultations of the
other doctors were usually less than half the number that would
have occurred had the doctor been present. The most striking
drop in demand occurred during the absence of the most heavily
booked doctor. During the continued absence of the doctor, the
demand from his patients increased each week. The assertion
that the 'available' consultation rate is two-thirds of the 'preferen-
tial' consultation rate, is reminiscent of other population studies
from general practice where a two-thirds relationship has also
been found.'2
The distinction between patients seeing any available doctor

and those seeing a doctor out of preference is also required for
clinical purposes because of the selection that precedes a patient
seeing a doctor. 13 The proportion seen by each doctor and the
type of case in each category will be different. For example, a
doctor who is booked up three days ahead will either be seeing
the same patients more frequently or be trying to look after too
many patients. The difference will be shown by the size of his
preferential populations. Either way, patients wanting an
available doctor will not go to him. It is as imperative to
standardize for this variable as it is to standardize for age and sex.

Unlike practitioners in other countries, British general prac-
titioners could have at their disposal a common population
denominator on which to base a comparison between each
other's clinical methods. The essence of devising such a system
for the working doctor is to programme a computer to do the
work. If the computer is the sole method of recording informa-
tion in the practice, it then becomes possible for the data to be
analysed automatically and the only task for the doctor is to
structure his entries. The model described is an attempt to deter-
mine a common population denominator on the evidence of
population movements within a practice. It is not claimed to
be a definitive solution but it is claimed that a solution might
be possible.

Appendix 1

Hypothetical example of the use of information standardized for the
mean practice population. Figures refer to the number of patients of
that age and sex group who consult or use a facility at least once per
annum, from a standard practice population (standardized for age, sex
and the size of the 'available' and 'preferential' populations). Example:
man, aged 32 years. The doctor's opinion: 'dyspepsia indicating peptic
ulcer'.

Possible data on the meaning of that opinion. Male aged 25-45 years.
Your initial numerator 'ulcer dyspepsia and synonyms'.

Yours Practice

Numerator incidence (overall) 7.7 3.1
Numerator incidence (as final entry) 4.4 2.6
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Your differential diagnosis. Shown as the final entry incidence of the
first five other numerators which were entered in the same problem
lists as the numerator when entered by you, and shown in order of
frequency in those lists.

Yours Practice

Barium negative dyspepsia 1.7 0.6
Irritable bowel syndrome 3.7 5.4
Peptic ulcer 1.5 1.9
Functional dyspepsia 0.6 1.8
Dyspepsia (undefined) 0.4 3.9

Diagnostic discriminators. Incidence (positive: false positive percen-
tages) for the above six conditions.

Your use Practice use

Barium meal 3.8 (28:6) 1.7 (47:4)
Blood count 3.1 (7:4) 5.2 (3:2)
Relief from alkalis 1.9 (46:14) 0.6 (51:25)
Liver function tests 0.7 (0:0) 1.6 (7:2)
Gastroscopy 0.5 (80:0) 2.3 (49:6)
Occult blood 0.4 (40:5) 2.6 (62:8)
Relief from H2-receptor blockers - 0.7 (60:10)

A doctor who uses a phrase will usually be found to be a high user of
that phrase. The computer isolates the differential diagnoses relevant
to him in these circumstances, by finding the most frequent other con-
ditions which have been entered in the same problem lists when he has
entered the numerator. About 10 young men consult each year with
dyspepsia from a standard practice population. The term seems to imply
something more specific to the doctor in this example than it does to
his partners. This may account for the fact that he appears to see fewer
cases. It is clear that he considers a barium meal result to be more im-
portant than his partners. In spite of this he is not finding more peptic
ulcers in young men than his partners, possibly because so many ulcers
heal while the patient is waiting for his barium meal.

In the light of this information, the doctor will realize that the sensible
approach is to see how the patient responds to alkalis and to perform
tests for occult blood, rather than to respond to his instincts and carry
out a barium meal test. If there is reason later to want to prove the case,
a request for a gastroscopy is more likely to be rewarding than a barium
meal test, possibly because of the speed of the local service.

Finally the doctor might notice that one of his partners is entering
a new test - relief from H2-receptor blockers. This is not sensible -
if used as a test it cannot be diagnostically positive as cure comes before
diagnosis.
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